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He immediately activated the highest level he has achieved so far-the eighth level!

You know, no one has ever practiced Dafa to this level!

That is, the Lab of the Gods solved all the problems before Chen Kong got to this level.

The eighth layer is to absorb everything!

Anything can be sucked…

without fear of everything!

Suck whatever you want.

The most important thing is to be able to integrate!

……
“Boom!”

…… As

soon as the eighth layer of power absorption Dafa was performed, the world changed color.

A terrible suction envelops the four hundred gods and the one hundred thousand strong behind…

everyone is sucked by the terrifying suction!

It’s like a small bug falling on a spider web, which can no longer break free, and can only be eaten away
a little bit.

This is the eighth level of absorption, which can be absorbed by 100,000 people at the same time.

If the seventh floor won’t work!

“From now on, let me dominate the world on your behalf!”

Chen Kong was like a panic, his face full of madness, roaring loudly.

This is the terrible thing about Suction Dafa!

It can suck infinitely, theoretically it is invincible!

As long as you can absorb it, you can suck infinitely…

This is the most terrifying!

“Ah!!!”

Chen Kong yelled, and began to frantically absorb the skills of others.

“Ah!!!”

“Ah!!!”

……The

other people looked hideous, their veins violent.

The body quickly dwindled, until it turned into a withered bone…

was sucked dry!

one!

two!

…

Ten thousand!

…

Fifty thousand!

…

One hundred thousand!

…

Soon there were only four hundred strong players standing in the field, and behind them were large
corpses.

It’s all absorbed!

They are stronger and last longer.

But it’s useless.

Sooner or later it will be absorbed.

…

“Forgive us! Forgive me, I would like

to serve you as the Lord!” Someone began to subdue.

But Chen Kong was already on his head, enjoying the impact of power.

“Impossible!”

…

In the screams, Chen Kong absorbed all the four hundred gods! ! !

“Boom!!!”

He burst out with an aura that seemed to be able to tear apart this planet… “I’m invincible!”

